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Abstract. A new Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attack called SSLStrip
poses a serious threat to the security of secure socket layer protocol.
Although some researchers have presented some schemes to resist such
attack, until now there is still no practical countermeasure. To withstand
SSLStrip attack, in this paper we propose a scheme named Cookie-Proxy,
including a secure cookie protocol and a new topology structure. The
topology structure is composed of a proxy pattern and a reverse proxy
pattern. Experiment results and formal security proof using SVO logic
show that our scheme is eﬀective to prevent SSLStrip attack. Besides,
our scheme spends little extra time cost and little extra communication
cost comparing with previous secure cookie protocols.
Keywords: Secure Cookie Protocol, MitM, Defending against SSLStrip,
SSL, Proxy Pattern, SVO logic.

1

Introduction

Recently, a new Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attack called SSLStrip [1] is introduced at the Blackhat conference by Moxie Marlinspike in 2009. It attacks secure
socket layer protocol, the most widely applied security mechanism which makes
secure communication established between two parties over the Internet. Most
seriously, this attack exploits user’s browsing habits, rather than a technical
pitfall in the protocol, to strongly defeat the SSL security. At a high level, the
SSLStrip allows adversaries to insert themselves in the middle of a valid SSL
connection. The user believes that they have a true SSL connection established,
while the adversary has the ability to view the user’s Web traﬃc in clear-text [1].
Owing to the serious damage of SSLStrip attack, some computer science researchers have paid much attention to prevent SSLStrip attack. Nick Nikiforakis
et al. [2] presented a method to avoid the SSLStrip attack using browser’s history
information. A scheme with cue information is proposed by Shin and Lopes [3],
which relies on web user’s active exploration. Fung and Cheung [4] put forward a
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defending mechanism based on JavaScript code. Nevertheless, these suggestions
only indicate ways to avoid a SSLStrip attack but not how to actively stop it.
The cookie is a technical means to keep HTTP connection state, and it also can
be used to save user’s information [5]. When users relink the same Web server,
browser will read the cookie information and send it to the Web site. Thus,
the cookie should have the capability to check whether the HTTP connection is
secure or not. Therefore, the cookie can be utilized to defend against SSLStrip
attack. Some researchers have put forward some secure cookie protocols. Fu et
al. [6] proposed a Web authentication scheme which mainly uses secure cookie
as an authentication token. It uses cookie to store the authentication token with
client. However, it has the following three ﬂaws: it does not provide a high-level
conﬁdentiality; cookie replay attacks can be easily implemented on it; it is ineﬃcient and non-scalable to defend against volume attacks. To overcome these
weaknesses, Liu et al. [7] proposed a secure cookie protocol by improving Fu’s
scheme. Pujolle et al. [8] put forward a secure cookie protocol which implements
a reverse proxy patterns [9]. Unluckily, these secure cookie protocols are both
vulnerable to SSLStrip attack.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we propose a
new scheme to prevent SSLStrip attack, followed by relative experiment, performance analysis, formal security analysis and comparison with previous schemes
in section 3. Conclusion and the future work are discussed in section 4.

2

The Proposed Cookie-Proxy Scheme

In this section we propose a new scheme to defend against SSLStrip named
Cookie-Proxy, including a secure cookie protocol and a new topology structure using a proxy pattern and a reverse proxy pattern [9]. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time to defend against SSLStrip using secure cookie
protocol. The notations of this paper are explained in Table 1.
Table 1. Notation
Symbol
sk
h(•)
Ekey (M )
Sigkey (M )
HM ACkey (M )


2.1

Description
Server Key of SSGP
Hash function
Encrypt M using key key
Sign M using key key
Keyed-hash message authentication code of M with key key
String concatenation operation

A New Topology Structure

The topology structure mainly contains a secure LAN guaranteed proxy (SLGP)
and a secure server guaranteed proxy (SSGP), as shown in Fig. 1. It is clear to
see that SLGP and SSGP are implemented on the gateway of client LAN and
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server Ethernet, respectively. To facilitate presentation, we assume that the LAN
of clients is a secure LAN, which means that there are no attacks such as ARP
spooﬁng attack, DNS spooﬁng attack and so on. This assumption can guarantee
the absolute security of the client LAN.

SLGP

SSGP

Internet

Client

Client

Web Server

Client

Secure LAN

Fig. 1. The topology of our scheme

2.2

Our Secure Cookie Protocol

The secure cookie protocol shown in Table 2 is implemented between SLGP and
SSGP. The cookie protocol implemented between the client and the server is still
the commonly used cookie protocol [10]. The SLGP and the SSGP reconstruct
commonly used cookie protocol and get the new form shown in Table 2. Recall
that ks denoting the private key of SSGP for signature. SN denotes secure note
of cookie, whose value is either ’Secure’ or ’Unsecure’. ESN =Sigks (h(SN 
CID)). CID is a random digit for each cookie. k=HM ACsk (usernameexpires).
HM ACk =HM ACk (usernameexpiresdataCIDSN ).
Table 2. Our secure cookie protocol

username expires
username expires

Set-cookie Header
Ek (data) SN
CID
ESN
Cookie Header
Ek (data)
SN

HM ACk optional
HM ACk optional

In our secure cookie protocol, there are some new attributes comparing with
Liu’s secure cookie protocol. SN denotes whether the HTTP connection is on
SSL protocol (HTTPS) or not. If the value of SN is ’Secure’, the connection
is on SSL protocol and vice versa. The client browser will not upload cookie to
the server as a request if the value of SN is secure and the protocol type of
request URL is not HTTPS. The server will not return a login web page [10].
If the SSLStrip forges a login web page to SLGP, the SLGP will ﬁnd and drop
it. As a result, the client must send a request again. ESN is the signature of
h(SN  CID) using private key ks.
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The Mechanism of Cookie-Proxy Scheme

On client-side, the data from outside of the secure LAN is sent to SLGP. After
processing, the data is sent to the gateway of the LAN again. On server-side, the
data from inside and outside of server Ethernet is sent to SSGP. After processing,
the data is sent to the gateway of the Ethernet again. The main function of SLGP
is to check the integrity of essential attributes of set-cookie from server. The main
function of SSGP is to reconstruct set-cookie from Web servers and check the
integrity and validity of cookie from client. If the data itself is cipher-text, SLGP
and SSGP will do nothing.

Fig. 2. The mechanism of Cookie-Proxy Scheme

According to Fig. 2, the operating mechanism of our scheme can be summarized as follows:
Step 1. Client sends request to server.
Step 2. SSGP receives cookie and checks its integrity and validity. Then,
SSGP reconstructs the cookie and sends it to server.
Step 3. Server receives the request data and generates a set-cookie. Then
send it to SSGP.
Step 4. SSGP reconstructs the set-cookie. Then send the modiﬁed set-cookie
to client-side again.
Step 5. SLGP receives set-cookie and veriﬁes the signature ESN . If the
signature is not valid, drop the packet.
Step 6. SLGP send the set-cookie to client. The client receives the set-cookie
and stores it in disk or RAM.
Step 7. Client sends request again with a new cookie.
Step 8. Go to Step 2.
In the above mechanism, SLGP should check whether set-cookie has SN or not.
If not, SLGP drops this response packet. SLGP applies public key of SSGP to
SN as a signature veriﬁcation key veriﬁes ESN as the message signed with
the corresponding private key ks if the value of ﬁeld SN is ’Unsecure’. If the
signature is not valid, the response packet will be dropped.
Our scheme is composed of a secure cookie protocol, a SLGP and a SSGP. In
order to achieve adequate security, all the components of our secure scheme are
indispensable.
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Experiment and Analysis

In this section, we analyze Cookie-Proxy scheme with an experiment and a formal
proof, and then evaluate our scheme with other relevant schemes.
3.1

Experiment

In experiment, we utilize at least four computers and two routers to build our
experimental platform, shown in Fig.1. Four computers are used as client, web
server, SSLGP and SSGP respectively and two routers are deployed on client
LAN and server LAN. Procedures running on client, SLGP and SSGP are based
on the processes discussed in section 2. An adversary as a MitM can be of
any computer in the Internet between SLGP and SSGP in Fig.1. Therefore,
a computer is deployed between SLGP and SSGP to simulate the SSLStrip.
The procedure running on simulated SSLStrip is in accordance with the process
shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 3. The attack process of SSLStrip as MitM between client and server

To evaluate our scheme, ﬁve groups of experiment are conducted separately.
On client-side, we use IE, FireFox, Oprea, Safari and Chrome as Web browser
successively. The result of our scheme defending against SSLStrip attack is that
our scheme can defend against SSLStrip attack eﬀectively in all the ﬁve browsers.
3.2

Performance Analysis

Two HAMC operations and one verifying signature operation are added to our
scheme, compared with traditional cookie protocols. HAMC operation is a kind
of hash operation and the verifying signature operation is a modular exponentiation operation. The extra time of our scheme is composed of the consumption
of two hash operations, a modular exponentiation operation and two symmetric cryptographic operations. In the process of protocol interaction, no extra
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data transmission consumption is added to our scheme compared with traditional cookie protocol. Therefore, the total extra cost incurred by our scheme is
0.385(0.273 + 2 × 0.026 + 2 × 0.03)ms according to [11]. Although our scheme
needs some extra time, it improves the security when using HTTPS.
3.3

Security Analysis

In this section we present a formal analysis of the security properties of our
new scheme, including the following ﬁve services: authentication, conﬁdentiality,
integrity, anti-replay and anti-SSLStrip attack. The SVO logic [12] analysis of
our scheme is as follows:
M1: C → SLGP→ SSGP→ S: Ci
M2: S→ SSGP: username, expires, data, SN
M3: SSGP→ SLGP: username, expires,{data}k , SN, [h(SN )]ks−1 ,{username,
expires, data, SN}k
M4: SLGP→ C: username, expires,{data}k , SN, {username, expires,
data, SN}k
M5: Key agreement protocol
M6: C→ SLGP→ SSGP→ S: {username, expires, {data}k , SN, {username,
expires, data , SN}k }session−key
The premises of SVO logic are as follows:
A1 indicates the basic assumption, the scheme is running in unsecure environment; A2 indicates public key of each principal is public; A3 indicates private
key of each principal is known by itself only; A4 S believes fresh(k); A5 S believes fresh(CID); A5 C control M1/M4/M5; A6 S believes M2/M4/M6; A7 C
believes PK(S,ks)∧C received {X}ks−1 ∧C received X⊃C believes (S said X); A8
session−key

session−key

C believes (C←−−−−−−−→ S), S believes (C←−−−−−−−→ S); A9 SLGP believes
SLGP received {username, expires, ∗1 , SN, CID, [h(SN )]ks−1 ,∗2 }; A10 SSGP
believes SSGP received {username, expires, {data}k , SN, {username, expires,
data , SN}k }session−key ; A11 C controls SV(SN|CID,ks,ESN).
The goals are as follows:
G1: S believes (C said (username, expires, data)∧S believes (username, expires, data)) By A5, A10, A8, MP
G2: S believes C says (username, expires, data) By A10, A8, A6, A4,Ax3,
Nec, MP
G3: C believe S says SN By A9, A11, A5, MP
Authentication: In our scheme, the server can get the cookie from client, in which
every ﬁeld is the original value by using detection of SSGP. So the server can
authenticate the client exactly. Obviously, the set-cookie reconstructed by SSGP
is hardly to forge. G1 denotes the authentication of our scheme. Above all, the
server can verify the validity of the client easily and accurately.
Conﬁdentiality: In our scheme, SSGP encrypts data ﬁeld in set-cookie. By
this way, the data is invisible to client. Thus, the conﬁdentiality is provided in
our new scheme.
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Integrity: If adversaries have modiﬁed the ﬁeld SN of set-cookie from server
or deleted this set-cookie ﬁelds, SLGP will check the integrity of domain items,
and verify signature ESN . If there are any abnormalities, SLGP will drop the
whole response packet. The goal G3 ensures this process.
Anti-replay: Obviously, in our scheme each cookie has its unique HMAC. If
an adversary replays a cookie as a request to the server, SSGP will detect it and
drop it. Also, G2 denotes the anti-repay of our scheme.
Anti-SSLStrip: The core of SSLStrip attack is to make users not recognize
what the connection should be, HTTP or HTTPS. Nevertheless, our secure
cookie protocol has mandatory ﬁelds: SN and ESN . The SLGP will check these
ﬁelds, so the client will deﬁnitely know what the connection should be. For this
reason, our scheme can defend SSLStrip attack. Also, the goal G3 ensures that
MitM cannot modify the ﬁeld SN .
3.4

Comparison of Relevant Cookie Protocols

In this section, we compare our scheme with the other relevant cookie protocols.
Without loss of generality, the digit ﬁelds are all recommended to be 128-bit long,
while the string ﬁelds are all 1024-bit long in protocols. Let TH , TE , TI and TS
denote the time complexity for hash function, exponential operation, inverse
operation and symmetric cryptographic operation. Typically, time complexity
associated with these operations can be roughly expressed as TE ≈ TI > TS 
TH [11].
Table 3. Comparison with relevant schemes
Item

Ours

Fu et al. [6] Liu et al. [7] Pujolle et al. [8]

Extra time cost
Extra communication cost
Authentication
Conﬁdentiality
Integrity
Anti-replay
Anti-SSLStrip

TE + 2TH + 2TS
2560 bit

TH
256 bit

2TH + 2TS
2304 bit

2TH + 6TS
2432 bit

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
No
No
Yes
No

From Table 3, we can conclude that our scheme spends not so much extra
time cost and extra communication cost, but it gets the ability of withstanding SSLStrip attack and the integrity of protocol comparing with other cookie
protocols.

4

Conclusion

Our contributions in this paper are twofold. Firstly, we elaborate on the drawbacks of state-of-the-art secure cookie protocols. Secondly, we present a CookieProxy scheme to defend against SSLStrip attack. The evaluation shows the
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eﬀectiveness of our scheme. However, due to the serious damage of SSLStrip
attack, the cost of resisting against this attack is inevitably high. In the future,
we will focus on improving the deploy-ability of our scheme and reducing security
requirement of client LAN.
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